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WHAT IS r2m? 
r2m is an intelligent ink protected cassette for CPI point 
of sale note acceptors. It protects deposited cash at all 
points throughout the cash cycle. 

When an attack or tampering is detected, the r2m 
cassette releases a permanent security ink onto the 
cash within. Spinnaker uses internationally certified inks 
for staining and will permanently stain the banknotes 
inside. r2m is equally effective at staining polymer, 
cotton or varnished banknotes. 

r2m has been developed for the CPI SC Advance 
automated note acceptor family. The SC Advance is one 
of the most widely used automatic note acceptors in 
the world, able to count multiple currencies, detect and 
reject ink stained, damaged or counterfeit bills and be 
integrated into cash flow management software. 

UNIQUE BENEFITS
r2m adds three unique benefits to the SC note acceptor; 
portable protection; elimination of the safe and the 
inability to steal unmarked cash. 

r2m cassettes protect the cash at all times, sensing 
whether it is in the machine, being carried to a counting 
office, or part of a cash-in-transit collection by a third 
party. r2m can also be carried cross pavement in an iBox 
for additional protection.

Ink protected cassettes remove the requirement for a 
reinforced safe to enclose the cash cassette. Instead a 
simple lightweight enclosure can be used. This reduces 
the size of the footprint and cost of the enclosure. A real 
benefit in a small retail environment. 

The r2m can detect unauthorised openings and 
tampering of the cassette, it senses these events, logs 
them and can be configured to release a permanent 
security ink onto the banknotes within. 

SMART SAFES
Cash in transit companies in Europe and Asia have 
purchased r2m along with SC Advance acceptors 
and  software in order to provide branded smart safe 
solutions to their customers. By providing all the parts 
of the puzzle they can offer insurance, monitor cash 
levels remotely, operate a flexible collection schedule 
and provide short times to credit for a fixed monthly 
cost. Other applications include ticketing machines or 
vending machines. 

Point of sale cash protection

THE BENEFIT
Eliminates internal shrinkage 
Protection against physical attacks
Customisable protection
Long product lifespan (over 5 years)
2 year maintenance interval
Proven reliability - over 2,500 units in use today
Long term customer support model
Reduced cash handling costs
Faster cash in transit collections
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WHAT IS AN iBox RDS? 
The RDS is an intelligent ink protected carry case for 
collecting cash. When an attack or tampering is detected, 
the RDS releases security ink onto the cash inside. 

Spinnaker uses internationally certified inks for staining 
which safely and permanently stain the banknotes 
inside. The RDS is equally effective at staining polymer, 
cotton or varnished banknotes. 

HOW IT WORKS
Cash is deposited via a rotating drum on the front of the 
RDS. The collected cash drops into the value container, 
without exposing the previously collected cash. 

iBox RDS allows guards to make multiple collections 
from different locations. Used with a dedicated chute, 
the RDS becomes a lightweight drop safe for retailers.

DETECTING ATTACKS 
The RDS will automatically detect and respond to 
multiple attack types. Extra features can be added to the 
RDS, including forensic marking of the ink and remote 
management and tracking using Cashtrack.

RESPONDING TO ATTACKS   
RDS settings are customisable and defined by the 
customer requirements and risk profile. When an attack 
is detected, the RDS releases a security ink onto the 
banknotes, permanently staining the cash. 

CASH IN TRANSIT
Spinnaker’s software enables the RDS to be used with 
any almost any method of cash in transit. The RDS is 
currently being used for full End to End cash protection; 
across the pavement protection and as a residential safe.  

COMPATIBILITY
There are several different types of iBox, each performing 
specific functions. The racks and chutes used to store 
these are compatible with all types of iBox.

EASY TO USE
Once you specify your requirements, Spinnaker 
configures the iBoxes; creates a training programme 
for your users; manages the equipment installation and 
provides a single point of contact for all technical support. 

SPECIFICATIONS iBox RDS

L (mm) 617

W (mm) 317

H (mm) 162

Weight (kg) 9.1

Capacity 
(banknotes)

4000

TOUCH  
MEMORY PORT

ERGONOMIC GRIP

IR SENSOR FOR 
CHUTE/RACK

POLYPROPYLENE 
EXTERIOR 
(IP66 RATED)

DEPOSIT  
DRUM

DEPOSIT DRUM 
HANDLE

LABEL AREA 
FOR CUSTOMER 
ARTWORK

LOCKING FEET 
(RACK)

ALARM 
SOUNDER

MULTI-LANGUAGE
DISPLAY

Y

X

Z

ACCELEROMETER

VERSIONS
SCL - 1200 banknotes
SC - 600 banknotes
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LOCKING FEET 
(RACK)

IR SENSOR FOR 
CHUTE/RACK 
COMMS

POLYPROPYLENE 
EXTERIOR  
(IP66 RATED)

ALARM 
SOUNDER

LCD MULTI  
LINGUAL DISPLAY

LABEL AREA FOR 
CUSTOMER ARTWORK

TM PORT

NOTE ACCEPTOR AND 
2 WAY COMMS PORT 
WITH GUNNEBO SCL

ERGONOMIC GRIP

Ink protection

Retailer Ink protection

Cashback from checkout

Customer cash transaction

Daily credit 
to retailer account

Data sent 
from retailer SafePay™ unit

Cash collection
automatically scheduled

Daily 
updates

Daily cash levels
information

SAFEPAY PROCESS

WHAT IS iBOX SAFEPAY? 
The iBox SafePay is an intelligent ink protected carry 
case which is part of the Gunnebo SafePay closed cash 
handling solution for retailers. 

When an attack or tampering is detected, the SafePay 
releases security ink onto the cash inside. Spinnaker 
uses internationally certified inks for staining which 
safely and permanently stain the banknotes inside. The 
iBox is equally effective at staining polymer, cotton or 
varnished banknotes. 

HOW SAFEPAY WORKS
Gunnebo’s Safepay solution replaces manual tills with a 
system which recycles and protects cash from the point 
it leaves the customer’s hand until it reaches the cash-
counting centre. 

Closed cash handling

The iBox protects the cash when it is deposited into the 
SCL smart safe all the way to the cash centre. Spinnaker 
also provides ink protection cassettes to transfer the 
cash from the till to the SCL safe. 

DETECTING ATTACKS 
The iBox will automatically detect and respond to 
multiple attack types. Extra features can be added 
including forensic marking of the ink and remote 
management and tracking of the iBox using Cashtrack.

RESPONDING TO ATTACKS   
iBox Safepay settings are customisable and defined by 
the customer requirements and risk profile. When an 
attack is detected, the iBox releases a security ink onto 
the banknotes, permanently staining the cash. 

COMPATIBILITY
There are different types of iBox, each performing 
specific functions. The racks and chutes used to store 
and transport the iBox these are compatible with all 
variants.

EASY TO USE
Once you specify your requirements, Spinnaker 
configures the iBoxes; creates a training programme 
for your users; manages the equipment installation 
and provides a single point of contact for all technical 
support. 



WHAT IS CRIMETAG?
CrimeTag is a forensic marker that tags physical assets 
with a unique DNA signature. Developed for the cash 
industry, CrimeTag is a cost effective, invisible, non-
hazardous liquid which can be used with ATM protection 
systems, cash degradation devices, fogging systems or 
to mark valuable goods.  

Spinnaker’s forensic technology marks stolen goods, 
making it easy to detect stolen items; trace ownership 
and provide an evidential link between a suspect and 
stolen goods. 

HOW IT WORKS    
CrimeTag can be added to all Spinnaker cash protection 
products during manufacture.  Each product has it’s 
own unique sample. When the product is activated, the 
cash is covered in a mixture of permanent security ink 
and CrimeTag. The ink provides a visual deterrent and 
CrimeTag marks the cash at a forensic level. The mixture 
will transfer from one surface to another, tagging 
criminals  when they handle stolen goods. 

DETECTING CRIMETAG    
It is easy to detect the presence of CrimeTagged on 
suspected stolen items, using a specific device. CrimeTag 
samples will respond to specific light frequencies  and 
give a ‘presence positive’ response. 

IDENTIFYING CRIMETAG   
Once the presence of CrimeTag has been established, 

forensic analysis of the sample can be performed. This 
will link the recovered sample with the original sample 
and the Spinnaker equipment it was supplied with. 

This forensic identification forms part of a chain evidence 
that can be used in court to link evidence or an individual 
to a specific crime.

DETERRENT 
CrimeTagged equipment are clearly marked with our 
warning labels. These serve as a clear deterrent, 
informing criminals that there is no benefit to be had 
from attacking this piece of equipment. 

SUPPORT 
Spinnaker provides full technical and product support of 
CrimeTag to end users, resellers and law enforcement. 
Additional equipment, identification processes and more 
detailed support for the police is available from Spinnaker.

Forensic asset marking

VISUAL DETECTION EVIDENCE CHAINUNIQUE
DNA MARKING

FORENSIC
IDENTIFICATION

STANDARD FEATURES
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WHAT IS cashtrack? 
cashtrack is a secure ATM monitoring and tracking 
service which is compatible with any make and model 
of ATM.  

Developed specifically for the cash security industry, 
cashtrack enables security managers, tracking teams 
and the police to monitor the location of multiple high 
value asset types at all times. 

With true global coverage, multiple languages, desktop 
and mobile versions and a global GSM partner, cashtrack 
offers a cost effective and comprehensive service for 
managing high value assets. 

DETECTING ATTACKS
Using a combination of sensors and power monitoring 
cashtrack equipped ATMs can detect tilt and ram raid 
attacks. 

When an attack takes place an alert is triggered and the 
cashtrack module sends out location reports at frequent 
intervals. 

RESPONDING TO  ATTACKS
cashtrack will automatically alert the ATM operator /
local law enforcement that an attack is taking place. 
Users of the application can communicate with the 
cashtrack module in the ATM, changing the frequency of 
updates, or taking sensor readings (option) such as light 
or temperature to understand the location of the ATM. 

The status reports and location updates can be supplied 
as evidence for legal proceedings. 

Using GSM, GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, RF and On-Point™, 
the ATM can be tracked and safely recovered. 

SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE
ATM servicing is unaffected by the presence of cashtrack.

TRACKING & RECOVERY 
Multi-layered geolocation technologies - OnPoint™

GLONASS, GPS and Galileo satellites

RF short range detection

Leading global GSM network partner 

Pinpoint recovery technology

HARDWARE

2G & 4G modules

Anti-jamming capability

Accelerometer and temperature sensors

3rd party alarm connectivity 

SOFTWARE

Desktop, mobile and tablet compatible 

Flexible multi-device intercommunication

Unique control centre capability

Multiple languages

Versatile operating features

STANDARD FEATURES



r2m 
RETAIL DEPOSIT PROTECTION

Secures POS retail cash

Eliminates shrinkage

No need for large safe units

MEI certified

iBox RDS 
RETAIL CASH PROTECTION

Speeds up collections

Non-Secure locations made secure

Next to till convenience

Reduces loose cash on premises

FEATURE ADVANTAGE BENEFIT

SAFETY
Spinnaker technology guards cash, reduces conflict risk.

No pyrotechnics or explosives. 

Reduces risk to public and staff. 

Passive and safe note degradation.

SECURITY
Security ink neutralises cash value.

Access control prevents illegal opening.

Reduces CIT crime rates.

Reduces internal fraud risk.

SIMPLICITY
Reduces user errors.

Quick cash transactions.

Increase product usage time.

Reduces time at each location.

RELIABILITY Over 50,000 Spinnaker products used in more  
than 30 countries.

Proven reliability and minimal servicing needed.

MANAGEMENT CONTROL
Black box recorder allows analysis of over 2000 events.

Programmable operating process.

Efficiency of service process can be measured.

Enforces security procedures.

COST EFFICIENCIES
Reduced CIT crew size. 

Long lifespan and fixed service schedule. 

Reduced operating costs.

Low total cost of ownership.

a2m 
ATM CASH PROTECTION 

Reduction of ATM downtime

Strong criminal deterrent

Works with any ATM  
replenishment model

Accessible audit trail

Spinnaker House 
Saltash Parkway, Saltash 
Cornwall  PL12 6LF  UK  

spinnaker.co.uk  

info@spinnaker.co.uk 

Tel: +44 (0) 1752 850 300  

Spinnaker International Ltd 2019©

SPINNAKER APPROVALS & CERTIFICATION*
Our products are approved and certified for use in:
Ireland
Belgium
France
Germany
Netherlands
Sweden
Chile
*Not all countries require testing or approval to use Spinnaker products.

SPINNAKER ACCREDITATION & CONFORMITY
CE conformity
RoHS conformity
ISO9001 Quality Management
ISO14001 Environmental Management
OHSAS18001 Occupational Health & Safety 
Management


